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The aim of this tutorial is to document a novel approach to brain function, in which the key
to understanding is the capacity of brains for self-organization. The property that distinguishes
animals from plants is the capacity for directed movement through the environment, which re-
quires an organ capable of organizing information about the environment and predicting the
consequences of self-initiated actions. The operations of predicting, planning acting, detecting,
and learning comprise the process of intentionality by which brains construct meaning. The
currency of brains is primarily meaning and only secondarily information. The information pro-
cessing metaphor has dominated neurocognitive research for half a century. Brains certainly
process information for input and output. They pre-process sensory stimuli before constructing
meaning, and they post-process cognitive read-out to control appropriate action and express
meaning. Neurobiologists have thoroughly documented sensory information processing bottom-
up, and neuropsychologists have analyzed the later stages of cognition top-down, as they are
expressed in behavior. However, a grasp of the intervening process of perception, in which
meaning forms, requires detailed analysis and modeling of neural activity that is observed in
brains during meaningful behavior of humans and other animals. Unlike computers, brains func-
tion hierarchically. Sensory and motor information is inferred from pulses of microscopic axons.
Meaning is inferred from local mean fields of dendrites in mesoscopic and macroscopic popu-
lations. This tutorial is aimed to introduce engineers to an experimental basis for a theory of
meaning, in terms of the nonlinear dynamics of the mass actions of large neural populations that
construct meaning. The focus is on the higher frequency ranges of cortical oscillations. Part I
introduces background on information, meaning and oscillatory activity (EEG). Part II details
the properties of wave packets. Part III describes the covariance structure of the oscillations.
Part IV addresses the amplitude modulations, and Part V deals with the phase modulations.
The significance of a theory of meaning lies in applications using population neurodynamics,
to open new approaches for treatment of clinical brain disorders, and to devise new machines
with capacities for autonomy and intelligence that might approach those of simpler free-living
animals.

Keywords : Electroencephalogram (EEG); information; meaning; neurodynamics; perception;
sensation.
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1. Introduction

The predominant view of brain function among neu-
roscientists is that brains have evolved to process
information. According to this hypothesis neurons
form networks that receive, store and manipulate
information in the form of representations of objects
and events in the environment. A keystone of this
view is information theory, which Shannon [1948]
devised by divorcing information from meaning:

“The fundamental problem of communica-
tion is that of reproducing at one point
either exactly or approximately a message
selected at another point. Frequently the
messages have meaning; that is they refer to
or are correlated according to some system
with certain physical or conceptual entities.
These semantic aspects of communication
are irrelevant to the engineering problem”
[Claude Shannon, 1948, p. 1].

Yet information has less survival value for humans
and other animals than does meaning. From a bio-
logical perspective a theory of meaning might be far
more useful in understanding brain function than a
theory of information. However, there are signifi-
cant problems in devising such a theory. There is
no widely accepted definition of meaning by which
to express it in a set of state variables in a model.
It is not subject to quantitative measurement, pre-
diction and description with mathematical and
statistical tools. It cannot be transmitted using
information as a carrier. Books, articles, graphs,
paintings, icons, and other human artifacts are de-
signed to elicit meaning in observers by informa-
tion transmission, but the meaning that results is
observer-dependent:

“I have already explained what I think of
literal representation; but one cannot insist
enough on this: there is no true meaning of

a text. No author’s authority. Whatever he
may have wanted to say, he wrote what he
wrote. Once published, a text is like an im-
plement that everyone can use as he chooses
and according to his means: it is not cer-
tain that the maker could use it better than
someone else” [Paul Valéry, 1957, p. 1,597].

Clearly meaning is constructed within each brain
following search for and reception, through the
senses, of the requisite information. Proof of this

statement is in this paragraph. Every reader on
reading it will have a distinctive understanding from
the information in the letters, that will depend on
background and expectation, but no understanding
will be entirely congruent with that of the author or
any other reader, nor will any reader remember the
sequence of letters. Evidently meaning is a closed
system in each brain, that the brain expresses by
forming external representations. It uses the body
to make gestures, words, icons, and other sym-
bols to broadcast or channel its internal states of
meaning.

Meaning derives from intention, which is the
creation and projection by the brain of alternative
future states, desired or feared. These hypotheses
are constructed in attractor dynamics by extrapo-
lation from past experience, and they serve to con-
trol choices and directions of actions in the present.
The projections are tested by actions into the en-
vironment and are evaluated and updated from
the sensory consequences of the actions. This pro-
cess of intentionality raises the unsolved referential
“symbol grounding” problem in information pro-
cessing [Harnad, 1990, 2001], which is the difficulty
in establishing the semantic relations between the
symbols in a logical calculus and the objects and
events in the world that they represent [Searle,
1992]. Formation of the meanings of the symbols
requires that brains, and devices, act into the world
and learn from the consequences of their inten-
tional actions [Steels & Brooks, 1996; Clark, 1996;
Hendriks-Jansen, 1996; Freeman, 2001].

These are sufficient reasons to explain why dis-
cussion of meaning is common among philosophers
[Parkinson, 1968; Stonier, 1997] but is seldom con-
sidered in the context of neurobiology [Fischer,
1993; Tsitolovsky & Babkina, 2002]. However, even
the brains of simpler animals such as those in cats
and rabbits, which can be regarded as electrochemi-
cal machines, have the capacity to construct mean-
ing. Computers do not, and contemporary robots
can act and learn but cannot intend. Successful
simulation of animal intelligence could lead to an
entirely new kind of artificial intelligence, for ex-
ample, robots that could operate autonomously in
unfamiliar environments, evaluating local condi-
tions and making decisions to optimize their perfor-
mance without need for immediate and continuous
supervision. In brief, small mammals provide a bio-
logical proof of the possibility of devising machines
that can intend and construct meaning.
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2. Toward a Theory of Meaning

A foundation in physics for a theory of meaning was
laid by James Barham [1996] in terms of nonequi-
librium thermodynamics and the nonlinear dynam-
ics of coupled oscillators self-governed by attrac-
tors in phase space. He proposed that biological
systems can be characterized as generalized non-
linear oscillators, which are stabilized through suc-
cessive phase transitions by effective interaction
with high energy environmental oscillators serving
as constraints (e.g. sources of food). Information
inheres in low energy environmental energy fluxes
that are correlated with the high energy fluxes so
as to serve as signals of distal events (e.g. odors
of prey). Effective interaction comes with thermo-
dynamic engagement of the inner and outer high
energy oscillators (e.g. with attack and consump-
tion). He called the inner counterpart of an outer
low energy system an “epistemon” and identified
it with a chaotic attractor in a sensory system. He
interpreted the meaning of the information as the
“prediction of successful functional action” [p. 235].
In biological terms the meanings of stimuli for an
organism are demonstrated by the uses to which
they are put in successful adaptation to environ-
mental constraints through the action–perception
cycle [Piaget, 1930; Merleau-Ponty, 1945]. In engi-
neering terms the meaning of low-energy environ-
mental constraints will be observed in the successful
adaptation of autonomous robots to environmental
challenges without observer intervention.

Recent advances in technology have made it
possible to for neurobiologists to observe the elec-
trochemical oscillations of energy that enable brains
to maintain their states far from equilibrium and
at the edge of stability. Masses of neurons con-
stitute nonlinear oscillators that generate what
Tsuda [2001] has called “itinerant trajectories”
through successions of attractors that dissolve into
“attractor ruins” as soon as they are accessed. Mea-
surement of the autocorrelation functions, spectra,
and statistics of these nonconvergent oscillations
makes it possible to construct models of brain dy-
namics using networks of ordinary differential equa-
tions in software [Kozma & Freeman, 2001; Kozma
et al., 2003] and hardware VLSI [Principe et al.,
2001] to generate simulations. The physiological ev-
idence has been gathered from electroencephalo-
grams (EEG) [Barlow, 1993] recorded with high
density electrode arrays, intracranially on or in the
brains of cats, rabbits, and neurosurgical patients,

and from the scalps of normal volunteers. Signal
identification and pattern classification have been
done with high temporal resolution using wavelets
[Freeman & Grajski, 1987] and the Hilbert trans-
form [Freeman & Rogers, 2002].

Behavioral correlation has shown that, un-
like the patterns of action potentials derived by
stimulus-locked averaging, the EEG patterns lack
invariance with respect to learned stimuli, and in-
stead depend on experience, context and reinforce-
ment contingencies. This independence from stim-
ulus specificity and dependence on experience is a
necessary attribute for any brain activity that is
to be related to meaning. Modeling with nonlin-
ear ordinary differential equations indicates that the
EEG patterns form by a first order state transition
[Abeles et al., 1995; Freeman, 1995, 2000a; Tsuda,
2001; Freeman & Rogers, 2002], resembling conden-
sation of a gas to a liquid, or a subcritical Hopf bi-
furcation. Recent evidence suggests that percepts,
the vehicles of meaning, occupy large areas of each
cerebral hemisphere in animals and humans. They
recur by repeated global state transitions, with tim-
ings that are independent between the two hemi-
spheres. Frame rates appear to decrease from a
state of rest (alpha) to a state of intentional action
(theta), when the brain engages sensory input, indi-
cating the amount of extra time that is required for
the human brain to construct meaning from sensory
information.

Metaphorically speaking, a starting point is to
visualize the receptor input from the retinas that
enables a person to recognize a familiar face break-
ing into a smile. Sensory receptors are selective for
types of environmental energy, not for information.
The cortex must receive an enormous barrage of
action potentials, that induces in the visual cor-
tex an explosion of action potentials from all of
the motion, edge, and color detectors in the visual
field. Experimental evidence summarized here indi-
cates that heightened activity can destabilize the
cortex and induce the formation of a sequence of
brief spatial patterns of neural activity. The phe-
nomenon resembles the formation by fish, birds and
insects of schools, flocks and swarms [Edelstein-
Keshet et al., 1998]. Individuals synchronize their
activities to conform to the whole, yet they retain
their autonomy. In the sensory cortices the patterns
bind only a small fraction of the total variance of the
neural swarm, so the patterns are not observable in
recording from one or a few neurons. They can be
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observed by multichannel EEG recording with high
density arrays of electrodes placed epidurally over
the cortex. This is because the main source of EEG
potentials is the sum of the dendritic currents of
the neurons in local neighborhoods that control the
firing rates of the action potentials. That sum is
accompanied by extracellular potential differences
that give access to the local mean fields of activity
governing the collective behavior [Freeman, 1992,
2001, 2003].

An important caveat is that no physical or
chemical measurement of brain activity is a direct
measure of meaning. Meaning can be experienced
subjectively in oneself, and one can infer it in others
from the behavioral context in which measurements
are made, but one cannot measure it. An equally
important caveat is that no measurement of brain
activity makes sense unless the investigator has suf-
ficient control over the behavior of a subject to be
able to infer the teleology of the subject, whether
animal or human, at the time of measurement, that
is, the history, intention, expectation, motivation,
and attentiveness of the subject. For this reason, all
of the data on brain function described in this tu-
torial have been accumulated from studies in which
the subjects were carefully trained or coached to
enter and maintain overt states of normal behavior
that could be reproduced and measured, along with
the measurements of brain activity.

Barham’s thermodynamic theory of meaning
posits low and high energy fluxes. The difference
spans many orders of magnitude, for example, be-
tween a few molecules of an odorant and the mass of
skeletal muscle in a predator or prey. The descrip-
tion of brains must be hierarchical, from molecules
to the brain and body as a functioning unit in per-
ception, which is the process of constructing mean-
ing. The lowest level is the quantum mechanical
description of the energy and information trans-
fers that occur between environmental molecules
and macromolecular assemblies in the membranes
of sensory receptor cells. The next is the biochem-
ical description of the positive feedback loops by
which the energy of the information is amplified
by 104 [Lancet et al., 1982] and transduced to
trains of action potentials for transmission into the
brain. There in cortex the meaning is constructed
in perception with further amplification by 104

[Freeman, 1992]. The neurodynamics of perception
in populations occurs in three levels, with both
upward and downward interactions across the two

interfaces. The first level is microscopic. Observers
measure the trains of action potentials of neurons
one at a time in behaving animals. The second level
is mesoscopic. Observers measure the summed den-
dritic potentials of masses of neurons and acquire
evidence of local mean fields (LMF). The third level
is macroscopic. Observers use imaging techniques
such as fMRI [Buxton, 2001] to measure activity
patterns in whole brains. Descriptions of the obser-
vations made at each level fill many journals, mono-
graphs, and textbooks.

Much less well documented are the energy
transforms at the two interfaces. My views on the
first interface, between microscopic and mesoscopic,
have been presented in several reports in this jour-
nal [Freeman, 1992, 1999, 2000, 2003; Chang &
Freeman, 1998, 1999; Kay et al., 1995; Kozma &
Freeman, 2001] and are summarized here in Part 1.
The bulk of this tutorial addresses the second
stage in perception, in which construction of mean-
ing occurs bidirectionally across the mesoscopic–
macroscopic interface.

3. The Information Hypothesis:

Neural Networks

In the main stream view of experimental and theo-
retical neuroscientists, cortex processes information
that comes from objects in the environment deliver-
ing space-time patterns of energy to sensory recep-
tors. The receptors encode the information in trains
of action potentials for transmission into the brain
and thereafter between neurons. The brain builds
dedicated neural networks (“assemblies”) to process
the information by modifying the synaptic connec-
tions among cortical neurons. The environmental
information in the energy patterns is corrupted by
thermal noise and other inadequacies and limita-
tions of the biological mechanisms of transduction.
It is fragmented by conversion to pulse trains, which
are point processes that represent discontinuously
the continuous gradations in the incident energy. It
is further distorted by delay, temporal dispersion,
and spatial divergence in the axon tracts that topo-
graphically map the body organs and surfaces (skin,
retina, cochlea, tongue and nose) onto the sensory
cortices. Above all, the information from objects is
overlain by environmental noise, clutter and back-
ground. Sensory receptors respond nonselectively to
all incident energies within their domains of special-
ization. The task of cortex is to identify and respond
preferentially to that portion of the information
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inflow, the foreground, that is relevant to the sur-
vival of the organism.

In this prevailing view information is inherent
in the “features” of objects, such as the contours of a
face, the phonemes of a word, and the chemical con-
stituents of an odor. Each feature is matched by a
cortical neural assembly with synaptic connections
that have been strengthened or weakened by learn-
ing in past experience [Hebb, 1949]. The assembly
constitutes a memory of that feature. A match is
signified by a burst of firing of the “feature detec-
tor” neuron. Its pulse train is a representation of the
feature. The set of features belonging to an object,
such as its color, shape, consistency and weight, in-
duce the simultaneous discharge of an assembly of
feature detector neurons. When the pulse trains of
that assembly are coordinated in firing times, they
match the environmental coordination of the fea-
tures, and the collective firing constitutes a repre-
sentation of the object. This operation of combin-
ing the firing of the feature detectors is known as
“feature binding” [von der Malsburg, 1983].

Multi-unit recording and time ensemble aver-
aging of action potentials has indicated that the
probability of spike occurrence for many feature
detector neurons oscillates at frequencies in the
gamma range. Evidence in each sensory modality
has often shown phase locking of multiple spike
trains at a shared frequency. These findings have
suggested that the “binding” of feature detector
neural activity may occur by linear vector sum-
mation to form representations of sensory stim-
uli [von der Malsburg, 1983; Singer & Gray, 1995;
Roelfsema et al., 1997; Singer et al., 1997]. Mod-
els have been offered by Schillen and König [1994],
Traub et al. [1996], and Whittington et al. [2000] to
explain how synchrony might be achieved at the mi-
croscopic level despite obligatory conduction delays
[Freeman, 2000b]. This linear approach has been
criticized on diverse grounds (e.g. [Tovée & Rolls,
1992; Hardcastle, 1994; Ghose & Freeman, 1997]).
Yet there is a basic validity in the concept of syn-
chronization that needs more sophisticated refor-
mulation [Quiroga et al., 2002a, 2002b]. Some other
approaches at the microscopic level include “synfire
chains” [Abeles et al., 1995]; self-stabilizing “phase-
locked pulse trains” [Aertsen et al., 1996; Diesmann
et al., 1999; Fries et al., 2001]; multineuronal fir-
ing in motor cortex constituting “vector codes” for
movement [Georgopolis et al., 1986]; and mainte-
nance of representations in local neuronal netlets

by “reverberations” that form short term memories
[Amit, 1989; Miyashita, 1993, 1995]. Hoppensteadt
and Izhikevich [1998] and Izhikevich [1999] pro-
posed that neurons and columns of neurons function
as quasi-periodic oscillators having multiple spikes
in their spectra. Even if the oscillators are connected
synaptically, they can only interact at resonant fre-
quencies. Mean firing rates identify the channels of
communication. Information is carried by modula-
tions in interspike intervals about the mean frequen-
cies, as it is in radio FM between transmitter and
receiver tuned to the same carrier frequency.

The correlated action potentials of an assembly
are thought to be carried by converging axons to
higher order neurons. Successful information pro-
cessing occurs when a higher order neuron fires a
burst that represents the object or, better yet, the
class to which the object belongs. Evidence for the
existence of what might be called “object detector”
neurons and “object binding” takes the form of the
highly selective responses of neurons in association
cortex of awake, behaving animals to complex ob-
jects such as faces, hands, or words. A widely cited
version of this model [Engel et al., 1999] holds that
“dynamic binding by transient and precise synchro-
nization of neuronal discharges” serves as “some
form of attentional mechanism . . . that selects rel-
evant information and enhances its impact on sub-
sequent processing stages” [pp. 130–131]. “The pre-
diction is that neurons which respond to (selected
features of) the same sensory object might fire their
action potentials in temporal synchrony with a pre-
cision in the millisecond range”, thereby “providing
an efficient mechanism for selection of assemblies
for further processing . . . because precisely synchro-
nized spikes constitute highly salient events which
can be detected by coincidence-sensitive neurons
in other brain areas” (p. 132), so that the output
of an assembly is “. . . ‘routed’ (targeted) to ap-
propriate processing centers downstream” (p. 145)
by the transmitting area of cortex containing the
assembly.

The ensuing steps in developing the informa-
tion processing hypothesis, yet to be taken, are con-
ceived as integrating representations of objects into
neural firing patterns that will represent frames,
and then into temporal sequences of frames that will
represent actions such as search, speech and dance.
The penultimate goal is to model the cognitive pro-
cesses that brains use to recognize objects against
varied backgrounds, predict the sequellae that are
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implicit in incoming information, and select the
appropriate motor responses to the processed infor-
mation. Mainstream neurobiologists aim to under-
stand the neural basis for these steps by generaliz-
ing the network concept. They conceive of cortex
as a network of modules [Calvin, 1996; Bressler,
1996; Taylor, 1997; Bruns et al., 2000; Eckhorn
et al., 2001]. Each module contains the local as-
semblies that are required to extract and process
the information to represent features and objects.
Just as neural networks are adapted by learning
to match features, the modular networks are con-
ceived to form collections of episodic memories by
modification of the synapses sustained by long ax-
ons between cortical modules. The preferred mode
of learning is by reinforcement.

Functional evidence for networks of modules
has been derived in part from recording pulse
trains of multiple neurons in diverse cortices (e.g.
[Abeles, 1995; Aertsen et al., 1996; Vaadia, 2000]),
but more often from other techniques: the EEG
(e.g. [Bressler, 1996; Haig et al., 2000]), the magne-
toencephalogram (MEG) [Joliot et al., 1994], event-
related potentials (ERP) [Gevins et al., 1989], and
imaging of regional changes in cerebral metabolism
and blood flow by several methods [Roland, 1993;
Buxton, 2001]. With these techniques the modules
appear as areas of high neural and/or metabolic ac-
tivity, blood flow or oxygen deficit (“hot spots”)
in association with standardized forms of behav-
ior. Notably, the meaning of information is seldom
discussed.

4. Difficulties Encountered by the

Information Hypothesis

The information processing model is indispensable
for describing sensory function, when the number
of neurons is kept low by the experimental condi-
tions. What fails is the attempt to up-scale network
modeling beyond the number of neurons that are
accessible for simultaneous recording. Human cor-
tex has billions of neurons and trillions of synapses,
yet most of the supporting evidence for the net-
work hypothesis has come from recording pulse
trains of neurons one at a time. The limitations
on microelectrode technology presently allow simul-
taneous recording from a few hundred neurons at
most. The difficulties in scaling stem from vari-
ous features of cortex, ten of which are listed here

for didactic purposes. First, the Golgi technique
that is used to visualize neurons in networks stains
only about 1% of the neurons in a slice, if it is
successful, for otherwise the slices are interpretable
[Sholl, 1956]. This gives a sample biased to the
larger neurons, and by abstraction it presents a
picture of cortex as a network rather than a tis-
sue. Second, each cortical neuron receives synap-
tic input from roughly 104 neurons and transmits
to about 104 other neurons, not merely the num-
ber that can be recorded. Third, cortical connectiv-
ity is sparse. Each cortical neuron connects with
only 1% of the 106 neurons within the diameter
of its dendritic tree [Braitenberg & Schüz, 1991],
and the likelihood is one in a million of reciprocal
connections between any pair of neurons forming
symmetrical Hebbian synapses. Fourth, a remark-
able 85% of the input to a cortical neuron is from
other cortical neurons, and the greatest portion by
far of those synapses is excitatory. Only a small pro-
portion of cortical synapses is maintained by axons
that relay input from sensory organs. Fifth, whereas
topographic order is characteristic of sensory and
motor pathways, intracortical and intercortical
pathways tend to divergence–convergence. Each
neuron transmits to many and receives from many.
This is especially well documented for the olfactory
system [Freeman, 1975]. While cortical input from
sensory arrays is mapped from the body surface
in a way that preserves the spatial relationships
of receptors, cortical output undergoes spatial in-
tegral transformation that selects cortical activity
having spatial coherence (a common instantaneous
temporal frequency over a distribution of neurons)
[Freeman, 2000a]. Owing to the relatively small
number of long axons connecting remote cortical ar-
eas, no cortical neuron is more than 4 or 5 synapses
from any other, raising possibilities for small world
effects [Watts & Strogatz, 1998].

Sixth, action potentials serve mainly to trans-
mit pulses without attenuation over distances
greater than can be reached by diffusion or ana-
log dendritic current [Häusser et al., 2000]. Many
small neurons are “non-spiking”; they have no de-
tectable pulses. In any case neural integration is not
done with pulses. It is done only after conversion
of the pulses to synaptic currents. The weighted
sum of dendritic current, not the number of incom-
ing action potentials, determines the relative rate
of firing or the timing and likelihood that a neu-
ron will fire. Conventional artificial neural networks
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avoid this problem by modeling average rates of fir-
ing, not the pulse trains [McCulloch & Pitts, 1943;
Rosenblatt, 1962]. Pulsed neural networks simu-
late the precise timing of spike trains by trans-
forming axonal pulses at synapses to dendritic cur-
rent summed at trigger zones [Ermentrout, 1994;
Chapeau-Blondeau, 2001]. Networks of simulated
pulsing neurons [Maass & Bishop, 1998] are small
and do not scale up to millions of neurons, because
the simulated interactions are very complex.

Seventh, the input at a single excitatory
synapse generates on the order of 1% of the current
required to reach firing threshold, so that even in
the unlikely condition of zero inhibitory input, the
coincidence of on the order of 102 incoming action
potentials in each ms is required to reach threshold
[Amit, 1989]. This exceeds the number of feature
detectors that are accessible to recording for exper-
imental proof. Eighth, the background firing rates
of cortical neurons seldom exceed 1 to 10 pulses/s.
In time windows on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 s, which
are typical for the frame durations of cortical events,
any one neuron may contribute only one pulse if any
[Abeles, 1991; Tovée & Rolls, 1992], so that mean
firing rates have little meaning in networks. Barlow
[1972] has proposed equivalence among “a college
of cardinal cells” to avoid postulating Sherrington’s
[1940] “pontifical cell”, perhaps in support of time-
multiplexing, but this lacks experimental verifica-
tion. Ninth, the pulse interval histograms of cor-
tical neurons typically show an exponential decay
after an initial refractory period [Freeman, 1975].
This form is consistent with a Poisson process hav-
ing a dead time. The correlations of firing times of
a neuron with those of other neurons in the neigh-
borhood are vanishingly small [Abeles, 1991]. The
pulse trains appear largely as independent aperi-
odic point processes. Tenth, cortical neurons are
continually active in the absence of sensory input.
The seemingly random “spontaneous” activity in
the form of pulse trains cannot be modeled with
single integrate-and-fire neurons having random in-
put [Gabbiani & Koch, 1996]. The spectra of EEG
waves rarely show spikes other than artifacts at 50
or 60 Hz. They do not conform to the flat spectra of
white noise but instead to 1/fα (linear decrease in
log power with increasing log frequency with slope
α) [Barrie et al., 1996; Hwa & Ferree, 2002]. This
form is very difficult to simulate with digital com-
putation owing to numerical instabilities [Freeman
et al., 1997; Chang & Freeman, 1998, 1999].

Extension of the information processing hy-
pothesis from neural networks to multicortical mod-
ular networks is problematic also on three con-
ceptual grounds. First, complex physical, chemical
and social systems having immense numbers of au-
tonomous components are commonly viewed as hi-
erarchically organized. They have multiple levels of
description, each level with its own scales of time
and space, its own state variables, and its unique
perspective on events that take place across all lev-
els simultaneously. The network concept with its to-
ken action potential lacks scaling above 102 neurons
to 106 neurons and beyond.

Second, information is defined within the con-
ceptual frame of the investigator and not that of
the subject under investigation. Time-locked av-
eraging of neural responses to stimuli reinforces
this view, because averaging extracts the stimulus-
induced component of cortical activity, while at-
tenuating the intrinsic activity that individualizes
the performance of the subject. That intrinsic ac-
tivity is self-organized with its own times of on-
set. Owing to “jitter” [Tallon-Beaudry et al., 1998;
Quiroga et al., 2002b] in cortical activity and reac-
tion time with respect to the time of stimulus on-
set, the intrinsic component is diminished by time
ensemble averaging of cortical responses and is usu-
ally lost from view. The remaining information con-
forms to that which the investigator introduced
through the sensory receptors. The comparison of
output with input can measure the information loss
through a channel, but the ratio cannot measure
the information increase that surely must take place
when the subject interprets and assigns meaning
to the incoming information, because that increase
has been attenuated or deleted by time-locked
averaging.

Third, brains normally control their sensory in-
put so as to admit only the information that is
relevant to the goals of the organism. Information
processing is channeled by expectancy, attention,
and habituation, which are governed by the tele-
ology of intention. That dynamic screening is sup-
pressed by anesthesia, whereby stimulus-response
relations are simplified. In awake subjects the
S–R relations are far more complex [Nicolelis et al.,
1998]. Interpretations require manipulation of the
goal-states through reinforcement learning, but the
neural mechanisms of goal formation and implemen-
tation through action are not readily addressed by
information processing.
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5. The Meaning Hypothesis:

A Neural Continuum

A long-standing tradition outside the main stream
has been that of holists. They have held that cere-
bral cortex functions as a unified tissue. Holists
recognize that the modules identified in the net-
work view are essential for introducing processed
information into the cortical mantle during sen-
sation and feedback muscle control, but a net-
work of modules does not suffice to support the
higher order functions of perception and cogni-
tion. The debate on modular versus global func-
tion of cortex has lasted well over a century
without resolution [Young, 1970]. Among several
conceptions of holist function, the better known are
the field theory of Wolfgang Köhler [1940] based on
Gestalt psychology, the equipotentiality of cortex
of Karl Lashley [1960] based on his fruitless 50-year
search for the “engram”, the “holographic” memory
model of Karl Pribram [1971], the Papez circuit of
“emotionality” [Maclean, 1969], and the “global
workspace” of Bernie Baars [1997]. These are top-
down psychodynamic models from neuropsychol-
ogists that are based on studies of human and
animal behavior, both in normal subjects and in
subjects after brain damage from experimental
surgery, trauma or disease. They are in contrast
with bottom-up neurodynamic models, that depend
on measurements of neural activity in the brains of
humans and animals that are engaged in normal
behavior. Neurodynamic models must face the dif-
ficulty of defining a neural basis for meaning.

The ten features that have been listed open
a new pathway to understanding cortical dynam-
ics by turning them to advantage. They support
models of cortical neurons operating in collective
modes with continuous state variables in the form
of pulse densities and dendritic current densities
[Freeman, 1975; Wilson & Cowan, 1973; Nunez,
1981; Ingber, 1995; Wright & Liley, 1996; Robinson
et al., 1998]. This move to a hierarchical view is the
reverse of the move in physics from a macroscopic
thermodynamic treatment of fluids to a microscopic
statistical mechanical description of molecules and
atoms [Lindley, 2001]. In brain science the ap-
proach requires more than a change in state vari-
ables; it requires new scales of measurement in time
and space, new properties of the architectures of
connections (e.g. divergent–convergent projections
versus topographic mapping), and new equations
to describe the transforms of pulses to waves at

dendrites (state-dependent coefficients versus the
Nernst equation) and of waves to pulses at trig-
ger zones (the sigmoid curve versus the Hodgkin–
Huxley equations) [Freeman, 2000a]. The number
of hierarchical levels must be chosen, and the rela-
tions between state variables in each level to those
above and below must be described. In this tutorial
there are three hierarchical levels. The microscopic
is that of the neuron and of neural networks with
short scales (microns and milliseconds). The meso-
scopic is that of the sensory, association, and motor
cortices corresponding to the modules of network
theory (millimeters and < 0.1 second). The macro-
scopic is that of the lobes comprising each cere-
bral hemisphere (> 10 cm and > 1 second). The
primary task is to define the spatiotemporal pat-
terns within each of the three levels, particularly
the reciprocal conversions between wave and pulse
densities at synapses and trigger zones. The more
difficult task is to describe the manner in which
neural activity during normal behavior is related
over the two interfaces — microscopic–mesoscopic
and mesoscopic–macroscopic — in the construction
of meaning.

The necessary conditions for the formation of
an assembly were described by Ilya Prigogine [1980]:
a large number of autonomous elements; distributed
feedback interactions among them; nonlinear input–
output functions of the elements; and an unlim-
ited source of energy and sink for waste heat and
entropy, so that the assembly operates far from
thermodynamic equilibrium. These conditions are
met by the immense number and relative auton-
omy of nerve cells, their broad synaptic connectiv-
ity, the nonlinearity in their pulse generating ionic
mechanisms, and the role of the arterial supply of
metabolic energy and venous disposal of waste heat
and entropy. Hermann Haken [1983] described the
interactions of particles within a system in terms of
“circular causality”: the creation by an ensemble of
an “order parameter” that regulated (“enslaved”)
the particles from which it emerged by bifurcation.
His prime example was the transition in a laser from
incoherent to coherent light output with the addi-
tion of sufficient energy to drive it far from equi-
librium. Pulse densities (approximated by multi-
unit recordings) and wave densities (manifested in
EEGs) from extracellular recordings of neural ac-
tivity in local neighborhoods are obvious candidates
for measurements of order parameters, because they
are statistically (though not causally) related to the
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rates and time intervals of pulse trains from mem-
bers of the neural populations [Freeman, 1975].

An operation is required by which to average
the microscopic measurements of the intervals of
neural pulse trains, in order to estimate the meso-
scopic pulse density of neurons in the neighborhood
of a measured neuron. This operation is done by
assuming stationarity and invoking the ergodic hy-
pothesis, that a representative neuron, if observed
for a long enough time, will take all of the states
of the neurons in the population at any one time.
Experimentally a long recording is made simulta-
neously of pulses and waves, and the probability
of pulse occurrence conditional on the amplitude of
the wave density is calculated [Freeman, 1975]. A
microelectrode is used with a high pass filter and a
high threshold to record the pulse train of the single
neuron, and a macroelectrode with a low pass filter
and RC coupling is used to record the extraneuronal
dendritic potential difference across cortex that is
created by the flow across the cortical tissue resis-
tance of the sum of dendritic current over the neigh-
borhood. This measure of dendritic wave density is
the “local field potential” (LFP) and the EEG. It is
important to distinguish between the LFP and the
“local mean field” (LMF). The mere summation of
dendritic current does not create an interactive pop-
ulation. The population is formed by the synaptic
interactions among the neurons based on the action
potential, not by the extracellular dendritic current.
The LFP is an epiphenomenon that manifests the
LMF, only to the extent that the neurons are inter-
acting, and only then does the LMF (EEG) serve
as an index of an order parameter. The percentage
of the total variance of the pulse train that is co-
variant with the local mean field is estimated to be
of the order of 0.1% [Freeman, 2000a], so that the
LMF is inaccessible by single unit recording. This
small fraction indicates that cortical neurons are
largely autonomous and can be involved with mul-
tiple order parameters and participate in multiple
populations simultaneously. However, the LMF sig-
nals from those populations sum and overlap in the
LFP, and they can only be untangled with reference
to independent variables derived from measuring
intentional behaviors.

Bak et al. [1987] proposed that a complex sys-
tem such as a brain develops by self-organization
to a critical state at the edge of chaos, by which
it maintains a readiness to adapt rapidly to un-
predictable changes in its environment and thereby

maintain its integrity in accord with Barham’s
[1996] postulate. The adaptation is done by repet-
itive state transitions; the space-time patterns of
its state variables reorganize themselves abruptly
and repeatedly. His prime example was the per-
formance of a sand pile, in which a steady drip of
grains of sand onto the central peak gave the pile
the shape of a cone. The slope of the cone increased
to a maximum that was maintained by repeated
avalanches as sand continued to pour onto the apex.
The avalanches had fractal distributions in size
and time intervals. He called this a state of “self-
organized criticality” (SOC), and he characterized
it by the fractal distributions and the 1/f α form of
the temporal spectra of the avalanches with α as
the critical exponent. He concluded that the 1/f α

spectra were explained by the self-similarity of the
recurrent events over broad scales of time and space.
The 1/fα form has been repeatedly demonstrated
in both temporal spectra [Barrie et al., 1996; Hwa
& Ferree, 2002; Srinivasan et al., 1998] and spatial
spectra [Freeman & Baird, 1987; Barrie et al., 1996;
Freeman et al., 2000] of EEG recorded intracra-
nially in animals and neurosurgical patients. Al-
though EEG and EMG (the electromyogram from
the action potentials of scalp muscles) appear to
be similar in their time series, they differ signif-
icantly, because the spectrum of EMG tends to
be flat like that of white noise, not 1/fα of EEG
[Freeman et al., 2003b]. However, the temporal
spectra are usually accompanied by prominent
peaks in the clinical bands of theta (3–7 Hz), alpha
(7–12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30–80 Hz),
so that SOC cannot explain all of cortical dynamics.
In particular, inclusion of the limbic and thalamic
controls of cortical function are essential for mod-
eling brain function [Taylor, 1997; Destexhe, 2000;
Robinson et al., 2001; Steriade, 2000, 2001], but the
focus here is on the intrinsic macroscopic properties
of cortical activity, that which is being controlled.

6. The Mesoscopic Wave Packet

The most important clue for constructing a neuro-
dynamic theory of meaning was found by measuring
the neural correlates of conditioned stimuli (CSs)
that were recorded in the primary sensory cortices.
For the information hypothesis the correlates were
the features of the CSs, as they were defined and
presented by the experimenter. For the meaning hy-
pothesis the correlate was the state of the subject,
prior to the stimulus and revealed in the history,
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Fig. 1. (Left) The 64 EEG traces were band pass filtered in the gamma range and segmented to display an oscillatory
burst with inhalation. The “x” marks a bad channel that is replaced with an EEG signal from the prepyriform cortex.
(Right) Contour plots show the amplitude modulation (AM) patterns with air and a conditioned stimulus (CS, amyl acetate)
on the first day of training and two weeks later with the same CS and control. From [Freeman & Schneider, 1978].

context and performance, as the subject acted into
the stimulus. These aspects constituted the mean-
ing of the stimulus for the individual at the moment
and circumstances of presentation. This difference
was first revealed by analysis of the spatial patterns
of EEG on recording from the surface of the olfac-
tory bulb in rabbits trained to discriminate simple
odorant chemicals serially [Freeman & Schneider,
1982]. The spatial patterns were observed by simul-
taneously recording 64 channels of EEG from an
8 × 8 array, giving a 4 × 4 mm window onto the
bulb. With each inhalation a brief episode of oscil-
lation occurred in the high beta and gamma range
(20–80 Hz) that had everywhere in the bulb the
same instantaneous frequency, but with spatial am-
plitude modulation (AM) of the shared wave form
(Fig. 1). The AM pattern in each event, whether
calculated by PCA, FFT or simply RMS after tem-
poral band pass filtering, was expressed in a 64 × 1
column vector giving a point in 64-space. The event
was named “wave packet” [Freeman, 1975].

The rabbits were trained to respond selectively
to reinforced stimuli (CS+) and not to unrein-
forced stimuli (CS−). EEG patterns accompany-
ing the two discriminated odorants and the back-

ground input formed three clusters of points in
64-space, which were displayed by projection into
two-space (Fig. 2). The class of each pattern was
defined by the location of the center of gravity of
its cluster and its radius of two standard deviations
(SD). The difference between classes was defined
by the Euclidean distance between centers in units
of SD. Classification of each individual pattern was
by the shortest Euclidean distance to a center of
gravity. The results showed that the discriminative
AM patterns in the EEG lacked invariance with
respect to the CSs [Freeman & Viana Di Prisco,
1986]. The AM patterns changed with training to
new stimuli, or with switching the reward or pun-
ishment between CSs (reinforcement contingency
reversal), or with other alterations in the context
and history of recording. The AM patterns were
unique for each individual, reflecting their depen-
dence on unique experience. The efficacy of clas-
sification was dependent on the signal from every
electrode equally, irrespective of its amplitude or
variance. This test demonstrated that the informa-
tion from measurement of the EEG patterns was
uniformly distributed over the recording area in re-
spect to its utility for the classification. This finding
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Fig. 2. The AM pattern of 64 root mean square amplitudes
in each burst determined a 64× 1 column vector and a point
in 64-space. The AM patterns with CS+, CS− and control
formed three clusters, each with a center of gravity. Classifica-
tion was by Euclidean distance to the nearest center. Display
was by nonlinear mapping into 2-space. From [Freeman &
Grajski, 1987].

was contrary to the prediction of the information
hypothesis, according to which the information be-
ing processed for each stimulus would be localized
to the bulbar neurons receiving the action potentials
sent by the activated receptors by topographic map-
ping [Lettvin & Gesteland, 1965]. In effect, all neu-
rons in the bulb responded to every odor in forming
the mesoscopic AM patterns, with varying degrees
of relative excitation or inhibition in the manner of
interference patterns.

The manner of formation of the AM patterns
was disclosed by investigation of the phase of the
gamma oscillation in wave packets. Although the
wave forms were aperiodic with broad spectra, in
a short time window the spectrum of each wave
packet had maximal power at one frequency in the
gamma range. The phases of the 64 EEG segments
were calculated by the FFT with respect to the
phase of the spatial ensemble average. The first pre-
diction, in accord with the information processing
hypothesis, was that each wave packet in the olfac-
tory bulb would have a planar phase gradient with
the maximal slope downward in the anteroposte-
rior direction of the axons from receptors in the

nose, and with a phase gradient in radians/mm de-
termined by the axons. The gradient was to be con-
verted to phase velocity in m/s with the frequency
at which the phase was calculated and was expected
to equal the slow conduction velocity (0.42 m/s)
of the action potentials on the unmyelinated axons
from the receptors. The bulbar oscillation evoked
by an electrical stimulus to the axons was indeed
found to have a distance-dependent delay in onset
comparable to the waves evoked in a field of grain
by a puff of wind. This gradient was found by mea-
surement of the impulse response of the bulb by
fitting the brief oscillation with a damped cosine
[Freeman, 1975].

This prediction did not hold for the EEG. The
slope and direction of the phase gradient in the
burst of gamma oscillation triggered by inhalation
did not conform to the direction and conduction ve-
locity of the incoming axons. When the phase gradi-
ent in radians/mm was converted to m/s using the
frequency at which the phase was defined, it was
equal to the mean conduction velocity (1.82 m/s)
of action potentials on the myelinated axons origi-
nating in the bulb and running parallel to the bul-
bar surface, not to that of the incoming axons. The
direction was fixed in each packet and varied at ran-
dom from each wave packet to the next. On the one
hand, a pacemaker could not account for the bul-
bar oscillation, because it was not compatible with
the variation in direction and frequency [Freeman
& Baird, 1987]. On the other hand, the phase gra-
dient was compatible with a first order state transi-
tion analogous to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, in
which the AM pattern formed by self-organization
[Freeman, 1999]. The phase velocity was sufficient
to extend the state transition over the entire bulb in
under a quarter cycle of the peak gamma frequency
of oscillation, so that phase dispersion in the wave
packet oscillation under a spatial integral transform
was less than ±45◦, which defined the half-power
radius of the wave packet (cosine2

± 45◦ = 0.5).
The same basic EEG properties were found

in the primary visual, auditory and somatosensory
neocortices with subtle but significant differences.
The 8 × 8 array windows were larger (6 × 6 mm)
to accommodate the larger surface areas of the neo-
cortices. High covariance was again found among
channels before and after band pass filtering in the
gamma range. However, the low frequency activity
was not correlated with the respiratory rhythm. The
theta and alpha ranges had high power but seldom
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had sharp spectral peaks. The 1/fα pattern was
pronounced in both temporal and spatial spectra
[Barrie et al., 1996]. The rabbits were trained to dis-
criminate visual, auditory, or somatosensory stimuli
in the modality corresponding to the location of the

array in each subject. Gamma AM patterns were
correctly classified with respect to CSs. The pat-
terns recurred intermittently at mean rates in the
theta range (3–7 Hz) of the EEG (Fig. 3), which
indicated that, as with olfaction, the other sensory

Fig. 3. The probability of correct classification with respect to CS+ and CS− was calculated in a moving window both pre-
and post-stimulus arrival at 3000 ms. Separation of AM patterns with CS was found in all areas examined intermittently only
after CS onset and before CR onset. From [Freeman & Barrie, 1996].
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systems for distance reception were systolic. The
sensory areas received sensory input during a period
of diastole and transmitted a wave packet during
systole. The AM patterns differed among individu-
als and lacked invariance with respect to the stimuli
under reinforcement contingency reversal, showing
that they were related to the context and history
of the subjects. The goodness of classification was
again diminished by deletion of contributions from
individual electrodes in proportion to the number
deleted, but no channel was any more or less im-
portant than any other. In contrast to the predic-
tion of the network hypothesis, the AM patterns
were nonlocal and distributed, analogously to the
interference patterns of a hologram [Pribram, 1971],
but with no inverse transform for recovery of an
initiating sensory pattern. Comparable results were
found with arrays of 35 electrodes on the visual cor-
tex of a rhesus monkey [Freeman & van Dijk, 1987]
trained to detect visual flicker, and 18 electrodes
placed over the auditory cortex of Mongolian ger-
bils [Ohl et al., 2001]. The gerbils were trained to
discriminate ascending from descending FM tones
at one center frequency, and then to generalize to
other center frequencies. When the behavioral capa-
bility for category discrimination abruptly emerged
by “insight”, nonlocal AM patterns related to the
categories (“up-ness” versus “down-ness”) appeared
having no tonotopic specificity.

Varying phase gradients were again found in
association with the AM patterns, with phase ve-
locities equivalent to the distribution of conduction
velocities on intracortical axons running parallel to
the surface [Freeman & Barrie, 2000]. As a result,
the modal half-power diameter (15 mm) and the
95% upper inclusion range (28 mm) were substan-
tially larger than bulbar circumference (10 mm)
(Fig. 4). Unlike the bulbar EEG in which the
phase velocity was invariant with gamma frequency
[Freeman & Baird, 1987], in the neocortical EEG
the phase velocity covaried with gamma frequency,
but the half-power diameter did not. The conclu-
sion was drawn that visual, auditory, somatosen-
sory, and olfactory receiving areas had the capacity
for input-dependent gain increase leading to desta-
bilization. Emergence of self-organized mesoscopic
patterns was by a first order state transition that
was completed within 3–7 ms depending on the cen-
ter carrier frequency. The location, time of onset,
size and duration of each wave packet were demar-
cated by the phase, and its perceptual content was

Fig. 4. The rectangles superimposed on the left cerebral
hemisphere of the rabbit show sizes and locations of the 8×8
arrays on the visual (VIS), auditory (AUD), somatosensory
(SOM), prepyriform (PPC), and olfactory bulb (OB) areas
and a 2 × 8 array on the entorhinal cortex (ENT). Patterns
of phase modulation (PM) revealed radially symmetric gradi-
ents having circular isophase contours. The modal half-power
diameter (inner circle) was 15 mm. The 95% inclusion diam-
eter was 28 mm. Modified from [Barrie et al., 1996].

expressed in an AM pattern, which appeared within
25–35 ms of the wave packet onset [Freeman, 2003].
The content, as defined by classification with re-
spect to CSs, was context-dependent, unique to
each subject, and it was nonlocal over delimited do-
mains of both the cortical surface and the gamma
spectrum.

The high phase velocities were of exceptional
interest, because they greatly exceeded the group
velocities of serial synaptic transmission across the
bulb and neocortical sensory areas. For example,
the modal radius of the axon collaterals parallel
to the surface from bulbar excitatory neurons was
about 0.5 mm, and the time for transmission of
an impulse input by synaptic relay over the entire
bulb (about 10 mm) by convolution would require
about 100 ms, about 20-fold greater than the ob-
served time required [Freeman, 1975]. A compara-
ble distinction is made between group velocity and
phase velocity in media that conduct light [Hecht
& Zajac, 1974, p. 42 and p. 205]. The transmis-
sion of energy and information in such media can
never exceed the speed of light, but when the fre-
quency of the carrier light is close to an absorp-
tion or resonance band of a medium, the phase
velocity can appear to exceed the group velocity.
The excess in apparent velocity above the speed
of light manifests “anomalous dispersion”. It does
not carry information. By analogy, the maintenance
in cortex by self-organized criticality of a reso-
nance band might correspond to an absorption band
in light media. Whereas the group velocity would
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correspond to the average rate of serial synaptic
transmission of information by action potentials
from one cortical area to another, the phase veloc-
ity would correspond to the spatial rate of spread
of a state transition across the cortex. Anomalous
dispersion in the bulb or neocortex could not carry
information at the phase velocity exceeding the lim-
iting velocity of group (serial synaptic) transmis-
sion, but it might trigger the expression of infor-
mation previously stored in synaptic weights into
the spatial AM patterns of gamma oscillations, with
negligible time lags between widely separated ar-
eas. The state transitions clearly involve thalamic
controls [Destexhe, 2000; Robinson et al., 2001;
Steriade, 2000, 2001], but the global coordination
of the timing and content of beta and gamma oscil-
lations, even over the entire extent of both cerebral
hemispheres, may be an intrinsic property of the
neocortex viewed as an integrated tissue. These as-
pects are considered in Part IV in relation to new
experimental data [Freeman & Burke, 2003].

7. Postulates on Macroscopic

Events Leading to Perception

Wave packets are sufficiently large to encompass
the primary and multiple secondary areas of the
sensory cortices. They offer a solution to the
“feature binding” problem by explaining the man-
ner in which foreground information about the
features of objects, having been injected into the
sensory cortices by afferent action potentials, is lo-
cally integrated with past experience in the con-
text of coexisting background input. However, the
wave packet cannot explain multisensory conver-
gence and the construction of an integrated Gestalt
as the basis for meaning. The sensory cortices op-
erate autonomously in processing information, but
they operate collectively in constructing meaning.
A critical contribution to every sensory system is
made in every vertebrate brain by a network of
neural populations comprising the limbic system
(Fig. 5). The key structure within this system is
the hippocampus. Just as every other area of cor-
tex has a unique contribution to the whole, the
hippocampus provides for temporal orientation by
“short term memory” and for spatial orientation by
a “cognitive map” [O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978]. For ex-
ample, the whiff of a few molecules of an odorant
substance does not in itself reveal the location of
its source in the environment [Freeman, 2001]. The
direction and distance of a predator or prey must

be inferred by the subject from multiple sensory
frames (sniffs) that are gathered and integrated over
a pattern of searching behavior that is expressed by
movements of the body in the action–perception cy-
cle [Piaget, 1930; Merleau-Ponty, 1945].

In mammals the hippocampus is located cen-
trally within the brain, and the greater part of its
input is provided by the entorhinal cortex [Buzsáki,
1996]. All sensory cortices are connected by axonal
projections with each other, usually through multi-
ple synaptic relays. They all include projections into
the entorhinal cortex, which provides the main gate
into the hippocampus. The output of the hippocam-
pus goes in smaller part into motor systems such as
the amygdaloid nucleus and in larger part back to
the entorhinal cortex. This recurrent connection is
summarized in Fig. 5 as the “space-time loop”. The
entorhinal cortex sends its output back to all sen-
sory cortices by serial synaptic relays, as summa-
rized by the “preafference loop” [Kay & Freeman,
1998]. This is a feedback system entirely within the
cerebral hemisphere for anticipating and compen-
sating for the effects of action on sensory inflow.
This system differs in this respect from the mo-
tor control loop that extends outside the forebrain
through the brain stem and cerebellum for forward
control of movement, the proprioceptive loop that
extends through the body for feedback control, and
the exteroceptive loop that extends through the
environment. Though the definition, components,
connections, and functions of the limbic system are

Fig. 5. A schematic shows the flow of neural activity in the
construction of meaning, with emphasis on two main struc-
tures in the limbic system. The dynamics of the brain circuits
(lower 4 boxes) is modeled by the KIV set [Kozma et al.,
2003].
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matters of continuing controversy in basic neuro-
science [Lopes da Silva, 1990], the importance of
the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus are uni-
versally acknowledged. As an indication, the per-
forant path that carries entorhinal activity into the
hippocampus degenerates markedly in Alzheimer’s
disease, so that the catastrophic dementia is some-
times referred to as a “disconnect” syndrome.

For the information hypothesis, perception be-
gins with sensory input, and the eventual result
is expressed in a motor response. For the mean-
ing hypothesis, perception begins with the forma-
tion of a goal-seeking state through the participa-
tion of the limbic system with the neurochemical
nuclei in the brain stem that express and directly
control the state of the organism, body and brain
[Panksepp, 1998]. Perception unfolds by the selec-
tion of an appropriate goal-directed action that is
intended to reach the goal, and that is expressed
in motor commands sent into the brain stem and
spinal cord. Efference copies (corollary discharges)
of the command are sent to the sensory cortices
to prepare them for the changes in sensory input
that will shortly occur as a consequence of the in-
tended action. As the action evolves, the impact of
the altered sensory input to the receptors is con-
veyed by action potentials to the sensory cortices
in a diastolic receiving state. The sensory input
under central control by the limbic system desta-
bilizes each cortex. The resulting state transition
activates an attractor landscape in each sensory cor-
tex [Skarda & Freeman, 1987]. The landscape has
already been established by long-term learning and
is modulated immediately before input by the corol-
lary discharges from the limbic system. The sensory
information selects an appropriate basin of attrac-
tion in every modality. Then it is mostly discarded.
The selected attractor takes control of the corti-
cal dynamics and constructs a systolic wave packet.
The cortex broadcasts this activity pattern through
the forebrain by coordinated action potentials on
divergent pathways to a wide array of targets. Re-
ception is determined by the receivers, not the
transmitters.

The process of perception continues with mul-
tisensory integration of the wave packets. The most
important site of convergence of wave packets is
in the outer layers of the entorhinal cortex. The
combined event passes through the hippocampus
for assignment of spatial orientation and prepara-
tion for memory, then back to the inner entorhinal

layers. From there the entorhinal cortex sends diver-
gent feedback to all sensory areas in preafference.
That integrated activity enables multisensory per-
cepts to incorporate past experience, current con-
text, and future expectation. The percepts reshape
the attractor landscapes and up-date them. This
comprises a proposed neural mechanism for the
construction of meaning in brains.

The experimental basis for investigating the
neural mechanisms that are required to assemble
wave packets from all of the sensory cortices into
a unified event is the topic of this tutorial, based
on research on macroscopic integration in the cere-
bral hemisphere. Part I here summarizes the infor-
mation processing hypothesis and its shortcomings.
The theory of meaning is outlined. The main steps
of construction are reviewed, based on published
data from experimental animals. Part II summa-
rizes observations on intracranial EEGs from sen-
sory cortices by means of high density electrode
arrays to deduce the properties of wave packets.
Part III presents evidence for mechanisms by which
zero time lag synchrony is achieved over wide ar-
eas of the brain, as a necessary prelude to global
pattern formation [Freeman et al., 2003c]. Part IV
gives evidence for the construction of multisensory
percepts in spatial patterns of amplitude modula-
tion (AM) of gamma activity that include widely
distributed brain areas [Freeman & Burke, 2003].
Part V details evidence from the Hilbert transform
for global phase transitions of SOC in each cerebral
hemisphere [Freeman & Rogers, 2003] that mani-
fest the timing of its systolic mode of operation in
perception, each frame contributing to an evolving
state of meaning.
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